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2202-5-1

22:00:10  1) Heart Of A Heathen Chinee.                                                                  (N) Primitives:
-22:12:09     wife catching husband in arms of another woman at his office and            Selig “Heart
                    agrees to separation, woman was only feinting because of sickness           Of A Heathen
                    and when Chinese servant shows them their misunderstanding they
                    are reconciled - includes scene of two women on telephone talking
                    about husband, couple showing affection, man smoking cigar
                    (1910)  <some shifting framelines>

2202-6-1

22:12:17  1) slapstick comedy about man who tells his boss that he has a new        (N) Primitives:
-22:22:41     baby after mistakenly seeing shoes and socks from a doll, when                Universal/
                    boss is about to bring presents for new baby the man and wife steal          Trans Atl.
                    a baby from oriental gardener, boss shocked when he sees baby and         “Who’s To
                    beaten when real father comes to claim his baby, man then goes out         Blame”
                    and gets three children and says he wants a raise for adopting whole a
                    family - includes three scenes with telephones being used
                    (pre 1916)

2202-7-1

22:22:57  1) younger sister frustrated over not receiving affections of older            (N) Primitives:
-22:35:33     sister’s man friend until he loses his money after crash of stock                 Universal/Rex
                    market - includes scene of older sister on telephone with man                   “The Decision”
                    when younger sister grabs telephone and talks to him (with Ella
                    Hall, Robert Leonard, Alice Golden, Helen Wright, Alan Forrest)
                    (pre 1916)

2202-8-1

22:35:53  1) Bob’s wife loves dogs and drives her husband away by tricking          (N) Primitives:
-22:47:21     him into believing his is a new father  when the new arrival is                  Gem  “Bob’s
                    only a dog, when she tells him to come home to see new baby                   Baby”
                    he thinks it to be another dog and bring a dog collar as a present,
                    it turns out to be a human baby and happiness returns to the
                    household - includes two scenes with telephones being used
                    (with Violet Horner, Glen White)  (pre 1916)  <some decomp>


